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Your People…
Your Profit

Recruiting, Retention, and
Productivity Strategies that
Help the Bottom Line

richard hadden, csp

Premise
Creating a great place to

work is one of the best
things you can do for your

bottom line.
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Contented Cows             Common Cows
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ContentedCows.com

% Revenue Growth ’86-’01

Source: Moody’s
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Net Income ’86-’01
US $Millions

Source: Moody’s

Net Income Per Employee
1986-1995  US$

Source: Moody’s
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Net Income Per Employee
1996-2001  US$

Source: Moody’s

Creation of Wealth – thru 2003
Market Value Added, in US $Millions

Source: Stern Stewart

16:1
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My fund
kicked
Magellan’s
assets!

Contented Cows
Magellan
Dow
S&P

NY Composite
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Contented vs. Common
Outgrew by 10:1
Outearned by $111 Billion
Created 16 times more wealth
Triple the net income per employee
Ten times the market cap

Motivated
People
Move

Faster!
Jim Barksdale

Former COO, FedEx
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To-Do

Conduct employee surveys
Feed results back within a month
Use results in promotion, retention,

compensation of managers
Use to direct your HR strategy

“If you’re a manager who is not
addressing employee issues,

you’re not going to get
promoted… or get

compensation. And, if you
consistently score in the

bottom rungs of the surveys,
we’re going to look at you and
say, maybe this isn’t the right

job for you.”

Michael Dell (Fortune, 3/7/05)
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To-Do

Make effective leadership skills
and behavior a condition of
employment for all those in
management positions.
Don’t let bad leaders hide behind

good numbers

Change or leave

Hit targets short
term
Don’t adhere to
values

Type IV

Don’t last long at
GE

Miss targets
Don’t adhere to
values

Type III

They get another
chance

Occasionally miss
targets
Adhere to values

Type II

The future of GE
Hit targets
Adhere to valuesType I

DestinyDescriptionManager Type
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Turnover

Supermarkets

Wegman’s

Nursing

E Alabama Med Ctr

Bank Tellers

Synovus Banks

Fast Food

Chick-fil-A

The Cold Hard Facts About ROI
From Treating People Right

Grow faster
More productive and profitable
Have lower turnover
Generate more jobs
Recruit more talented employees
Create more wealth
Why?
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Maximum Capability

Minimum Required

DISCRETIONARY EFFORT

What Today’s Employees
Want
Meaningful Work
High standards
Autonomy
To know what’s going on
Career line of sight
Appreciation
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“The thing that makes it work
is that it really is part of the
culture, it’s not just a bunch of
programs.”

Sarah Meyerrose, 1st TN Bank

Thought Starter:

Think about your 2 most
valuable employees.

Why does each stay?
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Contented Cows Are

Committed
Enabled
Cared About

Contented Cows Are

Committed
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Hire for FIT.

To-Do
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Southwest Wants
People Who

•Listen

•Smile

•Care

•Say “Thank You”

“It’s more important to
hire people with the right

qualities than with specific
experience.”

J. Willard Marriott
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Identify the non-technical fit
requirements at your club
Don’t compromise
Behavioral interviewing
Relevant requirements
Never stop recruiting

To-Do

Measure and reward managers’
hiring performance.
What’s their turnover rate over

time?
How are their people’s

evaluations?
Do their people get promoted?

To-Do
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Develop a “Re-Recruiting”
program

To-Do

Define your club’s mission in
clear and compelling terms.

To-Do
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"Our mission is to maximize shareholder value
and satisfy our customers' needs, while

providing our employees a rewarding and
productive work environment and  conducting

our affairs responsibly in the community.

We will accomplish this mission by creating a
corporate vision of successful growth, by

carefully managing our assets and by
integrating our businesses through effective

planning and allocation of resources."

WE
SELL

CHICKEN
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"Music… If you don't live
it, it won't come out of
your horn."
Charlie Parker
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To-Do

Ask 5-6 employees: “What are
our top 3 business priorities?”

– If you get only 3, call me (really)
– If not, start playing your horn
–Match their answers with yours, and

those of your leadership team.

Contented Cows Are

Committed
Enabled

–Tools
–Systems
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To-Do

Make sure people have the
right stuff to do the job.

“90% of what we call
management consists of
making it difficult for people
to get things done.”

Peter Drucker
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“Stop worrying so much about
making people ‘happy’. Focus
instead on getting the system
off their backs so they can do
their jobs better. That will
make them ecstatic!”

Tom Davenport - Human Capital

To-Do

Routinely remove systemic
barriers.
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 To-Do

Today – eliminate one utterly
stupid policy, procedure,
system, or habit in your work
area that hampers the
flawless execution of your
mission.

 To-Do

Create opportunities to show
people how their work matters.
Put all employees in direct contact

with real paying guests.
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 To-Do

Create opportunities to show
people how their work matters.
Let them see jobs that their job

impacts.
Let them see jobs that impact theirs.

 To-Do

Increase discretionary
authority!

Be sure people are prepared
to use it

“Empowerment” minus
preparation = abandonment
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 To-Do

Get rid of signs of mistrust
And get rid of people you

can’t trust

Contented Cows Are

Committed
Enabled
Cared About
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If you care, you…

Tell people the truth

 To-Do

Give more frequent, more
meaningful, honest
performance feedback.
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If you care, you…

Tell people the truth
Feed the troops first
Say “Thank You” a lot

 To-Do

Send handwritten thank you
notes.
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 To-Do

Make rewards meaningful,
spontaneous, and attention-
getting.

If you care, you…
 Tell people the truth
 Feed the troops first
 Say “Thank You” a lot
 Don’t abuse them, or let anyone else

abuse them
 Take a real interest in people’s careers
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 To-Do

Make recognition, feedback,
and development part of the
manager’s performance
evaluation criteria.

If you care, you…
 Tell people the truth
 Feed the troops first
 Say “Thank You” a lot
 Don’t abuse them, or let anyone else

abuse them
 Take a real interest in people’s careers
 Sit on the footlocker
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 To-Do

Habitually, spend a few
minutes, every few days, with
every member of your team.

The Time is

The Leader is

YOU!

NOW


